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Helmut WENZEL (Coordinator), VCE, Austria (born in 1950) is an expert in structural health monitoring, Life Cycle Engineering and project management. He teaches asset management and monitoring of structures at the University of Life Sciences in Vienna. He has successfully coordinated European research projects since 1995. Besides the research activity he is involved in major signature projects on infrastructure on global scale.

Josef KÜNG (Administrative Coordinator) (born in 1962) is associate professor at the Institute of Application-Oriented Knowledge Processing (FAW) at Johannes Kepler University Linz (JKU), Austria. His core competencies cover Information Systems, Knowledge Based Systems, Decision Support Systems, Semantic Technologies and Similarity Queries where he has published a fair number of papers. Among other scientific service activities Josef Küng is co-editor-in-chief of the journal on Transactions on Large-Scale Data and Knowledge Centered Systems published by Springer.

Demos ANGELIDES, AUTh, Greece (born in 1947) holds a Civil Engineering degree from AUTh, and an SM in Civil Engineering and a PhD both from M.I.T. He has been Professor of Marine Structures in the Department of Civil Engineering of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki for the last over 15 years. Prior to that he held engineering and management positions in the USA for about 18 years with McDermott International, Inc., a major design and construction company in the area of Offshore Structures for oil and gas production. He has published extensively in international journals, conference proceedings and edited books.

Christophe DELLIS, CEA, France (born in 1967) is Programme Leader for Specific Facilities Operation and Maintenance from Nuclear Energy Division of the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission in Saclay, France. He was previously Head of Thermal and Mechanical Studies Section in Saclay, and involved in the IRIS Project as co-leader with EDF of the nuclear application Work Package, focused on seismic risk management.
Klaus KERKHOF, Materials Testing Institute (MPA), University of Stuttgart, Germany (born in 1956) studied Civil Engineering at the University of Stuttgart. He achieved his PhD in the field of vibration behaviour of piping, and he currently specialises in the following research activities: Numerical calculations, structural dynamics, component testing and research for the power generation industry and chemical plant engineering. Since 1987 he has been project manager of industrial projects as well as national and international research projects in the field of numerical calculations, structural dynamics, component testing and lifetime management.

Pierre PEGON, ELSA, JRC, Italy (born in 1957) has worked in the field of numerical modelling and experimental methods in Earthquake Engineering since 1992. He has developed advanced sub-structuring testing methods and implemented them in several relevant projects. He has participated in numerous European projects either at technical and management levels. He is responsible for the Reaction Wall and Hoplab Laboratory activities at ELSA.

Witold PYTEL, KGHM, Poland studied Civil Engineering in Wroclaw. He received his PhD from the Geotechnical Institute of Wroclaw Polytechnic Institute, Poland. For 22 years he worked at Institute of Geotechnics and later at Institute of Mining of the same university. In between 1987–1994 he worked at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, USA. Since 1995 he has been employed at KGHM Cuprum, presently at a professor’s position. In 2003 he received D.Sc. degree from Silesian University of Technology, Gliwice, Poland. His field of interest embraces soil and rock mechanics, geomechanics and all aspects of numerical modelling in civil and mining engineering.

Joachim SCHWENKKROS, working 39 years for Dow, Germany, is one of the initiators of the project. Born in 1945 in Hamburg he facilitated testing the developed systems under real life conditions in the chemical industry and was acting as a coordinator and team leader. He graduated as mechanical and production engineer at FAW Hamburg. He was acting as lecturer at the Technical College in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania, until he was taking over responsibility for piping projects and Structural Analysis in the chemical industry.
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Günther ACHS, VCE, Austria (born in 1979) has focused above all on the fields of earthquake engineering, structural dynamics as well as vibration and structure-borne sound protection. Since 2010 Dr. Achs has been an accredited expert for acoustics, acoustic measurements and person-related vibration in the field of railway engineering. He is scientific advisor of the Austrian Association for Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics, member of the guideline committee for vibrations and structure-borne sound of FSV (Austrian Association for Research on Road – Rail – Transport) and member of the European Association for Earthquake Engineering.

A. Emin AKTAN, Drexel University, Philadelphia, USA (born in 1946) has contributed to the theory, demonstrations and applications of field measurements, structural identification and performance monitoring of actual operating or decommissioned constructed systems. Following a decade of research on earthquake structural engineering in the laboratory at Urbana, METU and Berkeley, he started conducting research in the field since 1984. His current focus is on the application of asset management to infrastructures. He serves as an editor of ASCE Journal of Structural Eng and Taylor and Francis Journal SIE, and has published a body of articles and reports.

Helga ALLMER, VCE, Austria (born in 1971). After school she studied mechanical engineering. Then she was employed at the Vienna University of Technology for several years. At VCE she started her career in 2007 and is now working both in European and national research projects (IRIS, Mimosa, C2T2) and on commercial projects (Structural Health Monitoring, Life Cycle Assessment).

Stefan ANDERLIK, JKU, Austria (born in 1986) is currently an SAP advisor of the EREMA Ges.m.b.H. He finished his Master Studies and obtained his graduation in 2009 at the Johannes Kepler University in Linz. During the last three years he published six papers at well-established conferences and has been working on several scientific projects in the field of semantic systems and business intelligence. Currently, he is writing his extra-occupational doctoral thesis on SemCockpit – An Ontology-Driven, Interactive Business Intelligence Tool for Comparative Data Analysis.

Anton ANDONOV, Risk Engineering Ltd, Bulgaria (born in 1981) is Chief Expert in Risk Engineering Ltd. His practice is focused on structural analysis and design of various hazardous facilities, mostly in the nuclear and hydro power sectors, for extreme loads as earthquake, blast, elevated/accidental pressure and temperature, aircraft impact, etc. He is member of the WG7 “Earthquake resistant structures” of IABSE, member of the European Association of Earthquake Engineering, the Institution of Structural Engineers (UK), UK Earthquake Engineering Field Investigation Team and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Stoyan ANDREEV, Risk Engineering Ltd, Bulgaria (born in 1987) is a young engineering professional in the field of structural analysis, design and assessment. After completing his MSc with a thesis on the dynamic properties of the containment of a VVER-1000 (as a part of the IRIS project) he is working in high-profile projects for the nuclear and hydropower industries in Bulgaria. His scope of work is seismic engineering, geotechnical engineering and structural health monitoring.

Kiril APOSTOLOV, Risk Engineering Ltd, Bulgaria is a structural engineer with six years of professional experience in the field of numerical analyses and simulations of critical infrastructure (NPP reactor buildings, dams etc.) or specific equipment, involving non-linearities and a variety of static and dynamic analysis techniques. Application of different approaches for structural assessment including overall structural behaviour, as well as local equipment/components investigations. Experience in seismic risk assessment studies of important facilities.

Stella ARNAOUTI, AUTH, Greece (born in 1979) was awarded her Civil Engineering degree from AUTH in 2003 and her MSc in Soil Mechanics and Engineering Seismology from Imperial College in 2004. Her PhD (AUTH, 2010) dealt with geostatistical analysis of field measurements for ground movement estimation. She worked in the design of various geotechnical projects for Egnatia Motorway and Athens Metro. Having participated in several European research projects, she is currently a research collaborator with AUTH and was recently selected Champion of the European Grid Infrastructure.

Patrick ARNOLD, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands (born 1983 in Germany) is a researcher in the Geo-Engineering Section. He is currently investigating the technical feasibility of a radioactive waste geological disposal facility in Boom Clay in the Netherlands. His research interests include unsaturated soil mechanics, stochastic modelling of geotechnical performance, reliability-based risk assessment and computational geomechanics. Recently he was co-editor of the book "Modern Geotechnical Design Codes of Practice: Implementation, Application and Development" (2012).

Nick BASSILIADES, AUTH, Greece (born in 1969) is an Associate Professor at the Department of Informatics. His research interests include knowledge-based and rule systems, multi-agent systems, ontologies, and the Semantic Web. He has published more than 150 papers and has co-authored two books, with over 800 citations. He has been the Program Chair of RuleML-2008, -2011. He has led nine R&D projects. He is a director of RuleML, Inc. and was the secretary of the Greek Artificial Intelligence Society.

Adrian BEKŐ, VCE, Austria was born in Dunajská Streda, Slovakia in 1978. He majored in structural engineering and acquired a PhD in applied mechanics. Since 2007 he has been with VCE as technical mathematician. His main research focus is on developing identification routines and signal processing. He is also engaged in engineering tasks which are centred on problems of dynamics and special mechanics. In the field of structures his fascination lies with spatial beam and truss structures.
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Alexey BERKOVSKY, CVS, Russia (born in 1962). His professional career includes over 25 years in analysis and design of nuclear and industrial structures, systems and components under operational, seismic and accidental loads. His recent activities are mostly in the field of piping flexibility and stress analysis with focus on piping dynamic response, as well as piping behaviour during elevated temperature service where the effects of creep are significant. Mr. Berkovsky is author of more than 20 papers and involved as consultant for Developing of International Atomic Energy Agency Technical Documentation.

Vivek BHASIN, BARC, India is an expert in the area of Reactor Safety, Structural Integrity Assessment, Experimental and Analytical Fracture Mechanics and Structural Reliability. He has an experience of 25 years in this area. At present he holds the post of Head, Reactor Structures Section in BARC. He has more than 200 journal and conference papers to his credit.

Giuseppe BOF, ELSA, JRC, Italy (born in 1972) is a specialized welding technician working at ELSA for more than ten years in the execution of experimental setups and management and maintenance of welding systems in the laboratory. He is also responsible for some safety aspects.

James MW BROWNJOHN, University of Exeter, UK started off as a mechanical engineer working in defence and oil industries, before doing a PhD in full-scale performance of large civil structures. Over an academic career of twelve years in Singapore, then eight years in the UK, he developed interests in structural health monitoring (SHM) with several applications to long and tall structures. In 2008 he co-founded the University of Sheffield spinout company Full Scale Dynamics Ltd. He is Vice President of the International Society for SHM of intelligent Infrastructure.

Martin BRUNNHUBER, VRVis, Austria (born in 1982) has worked in research in the field of visualization and rendering for five years. He wrote his diploma thesis already at VRVis in the area of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and started his work in information visualization and rendering afterwards. His current main areas are rendering of large point clouds made by laser scanners and visualization of human behaviour in public buildings. He presented his work in five research papers on international conferences.

Philippe CAPÉRAN, ELSA, JRC, Italy (born in 1953) has a previous experience in fluid mechanics. He has worked at the ELSA laboratory for more than fifteen years on the development of advanced optical methods for measurements of displacements and strain fields on large structures.
Pierluigi CIVERA, Politecnico di Torino, Italy joined the Electronics Department as a graduate researcher. Since 1991 he is Associated Professor at the same department. His major interests include microsystems, computer architecture, MEMS and VLSI design for research and industry applications, ASIC design, technology transfer activities toward small and medium enterprises. Recent design activities are mainly devoted to microsystems (MEMS + ASIC) supporting nanotechnology research, processes and applications. Industrial developments and technology transfer activities are mainly addressed toward medical and biochemical applications.

Alessandro DE STEFANO, Politecnico di Torino, Italy (born in 1945) is full professor of Earthquake Engineering and Structural Dynamics and active in the research fields: earthquake engineering, structural identification, experimental modal analysis of structures under ambient excitation, analysis of dynamical and seismic signals, neural networks in structural diagnostics. Local and national coordinator of three R&D projects of national interest; key partner of the EU FP7 Project IRIS. Member of the scientific committee and key-note speaker in several international conferences. Editor in chief of the IJLCPE journal published by INDERSCIENCE, Geneve.

Jürgen ENGELHARDT, Woelfel, Germany, PhD TU Darmstadt, is an expert in structural dynamics and mechatronics. He is working in the field of active and passive vibration control solving vibration problems ranging from automotive engineering, wind energy, paper machinery to applications in chemical plants. In the company he acts as manager in the area of mechanical dynamics and mechatronics, working as a consultant as well as developer of systems for vibration control.

Jose ESTEVES, ELSA, JRC, Italy (born in 1953) is a specialized construction technician working at ELSA for more than twenty years in the execution of experimental setups and maintenance of laboratory.
Ángel FAZ is the director of the research Group "Sustainable Use, Management and Reclamation of Soil and Water", and full professor belonging to the Agrarian Sciences and Technology Department of the Technical University of Cartagena, Spain, which has an ample experience in the fields of waste treatment and management, implementation of innovative and cost-effective technologies for waste treatment, waste minimization, waste reuse and valorization, soil recovery and protection, and risk reduction. He has participated as main investigator in more than 25 European, international and national projects. He has published more than 50 peer-reviewed articles.

Bernd FRANKENSTEIN, Fraunhofer IZFP Dresden, Germany leads the working group for Structural Health Monitoring. He has a special interest in the development of monitoring systems in respect of efficiency and low power solutions. He has been working in this field for more than 30 years.

Herbert FRIEDMANN, Wölfel Beratende Ingenieure GmbH + Co. KG, Germany was born in 1951, PhD at University of Würzburg. He is head of R&D with Wölfel and has been working in the field of condition monitoring and structural health monitoring for nearly ten years. Herbert Friedmann coordinates national and international R&D-projects and has published more than 30 papers.

Yozo FUJINO is Professor for Bridge and Structure, University of Tokyo, Japan. His area of expertise comprises dynamics, control and monitoring of bridges and structures, earthquake- and wind-effects on structures. He has been involved in many international projects including Akashi Kaikyo Bridge, Japan, Millennium Bridge, UK and Stonecutter Bridge, Hong Kong. He received many awards; recent ones are Medal with Purple Ribbon from the Emperor of Japan, the Raymond C. Reese Research Prize and Robert H. Scanlan Medal, both from ASCE. He is presently the president of Int. Assoc. of Structural Control and Monitoring and the vice president of IABSE.

Peter FURTNER, VCE, Austria (born in 1975) is responsible for the business field "Structural Health Monitoring" and the related research activities at VCE. He is member of IABSE, IALCCE, ISH-MII and the IRF working group "Road Finance and Economics". The focus of his research work is on Life Cycle Assessment and management of the built infrastructure.

Luca GIOANOLA, graduated in Electronic and Communication Engineering, Master and PhD degrees, at Politecnico di Torino, Italy. He obtained a Master certificate at Microchip Technology Inc, AZ, USA. He works at Polytechnic of Turin as researcher and he has been involved in several national and European projects such as OASIS (On ASymmetry In Sphincters), SAFESPOT (CN IST-4-026963-IP), IRIS (CP-IP 213968-2) coordinating activities and realizing patented devices and prototypes for automotive, structural and biomedical applications.

Karl HARNISCH, RWE Power AG, Germany (born in 1951) is an expert in power plant pipe construction. He has successfully participated in the work on rules and regulations in the committees of VGB (European technical association for power and heat generation) and VDI (Association of German Engineers). His vision is to find a health monitoring system that shows the material condition in a pipe system during operation and online for increased plant safety and conservation of natural resources. As an Owner’s Engineer he has taken an active part in the design of pipe systems, vessels and equipment in conventional and nuclear power plants for more than 30 years.

Gerd HESINA, VRVis, Austria (born in 1974) has experience in software development in various programming languages for 23 years, experience in 3D visualization projects for 13 years and has been senior researcher and project manager at the VRVis research centre since 2002. He is author and co-author of several internationally refereed scientific papers. In addition to his work at VRVis he is also lecturing at University of Applied Sciences Technikum Wien. He received both his Master degree and his PhD in computer science from Vienna University of Technology.

Michael HICKS is Professor of Soil Mechanics and Head of Geo-Engineering at Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands. His research interests include the statistical characterisation and numerical modelling of soil heterogeneity and assessing its influence on geotechnical performance using finite elements. Focus areas include slope stability and soil liquefaction. He was awarded the Institution of Civil Engineers’ Geotechnical Research Medal in 1999 and is Chairman of the Organising Committee for the 8th European Conference on Numerical Methods in Geotechnical Engineering, Delft, 2014.

Falk HILLE, BAM, Germany (born in 1967) has been research associate at BAM, Division 7.2 Buildings and Structures since 2002. He graduated from Technical University Berlin in 1997 and is currently working on his doctoral thesis. His research interests include the development of monitoring strategies and systems for measurement based damage diagnostics and condition assessment of civil engineering structures.

Michaela HÖLLRIGL-BINDER, VCE, Austria (born in 1984) studied Technical Mathematics at Vienna University of Technology from 2002 to 2009. She concentrated on the field of Mathematics in Science and graduated in spring 2009 with the diploma thesis “Mathematical Models Describing Physiological Processes”. Michaela Hölrrigl-Binder has been working as a research engineer at VCE since June 2009, where she was involved in research and monitoring activities concerning Structural Health Monitoring. In recent times, she is primarily working on sound and vibration protection in infrastructure.
Stanislav HRISTAKIEV, Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant plc, Bulgaria (born in 1959), head of civil structures section. In his projects public and residential buildings are built. He has participated in the construction of the building sites. As a head of section of building structures in Kozloduy NPP he took part in the development, designing and modernization of nuclear plants in Bulgarian and international projects.

Olivier HUBERT, ELSA, JRC, Italy (born in 1962) is a specialized instrument technician working at ELSA for more than fifteen years in the execution of instrumentation and video setups.

Alexander ILIEV, Risk Engineering Ltd., Bulgaria (born in 1985) is a young expert, specialized in numerical simulation and assessment of structures for external hazards. He has taken part in more than ten commercial projects related to nuclear and hydro power safety and several research projects funded by the European Commission. Since 2012 he has been part-time assistant at the department of “Steel, Timber and Plastic Structures” in UACG Sofia on "Earthquake Resistant Design of Structures". He has ten publications in international conferences.

P. A. JADHAV, BARC, India has been working in the domain of probabilistic fracture mechanics, residual life estimation of flawed components and software development for the past ten years. He has co-authored several technical publications. Currently he works on qualification of components used in nuclear power plants using codes of practices and experiments.

Lars JOHANNES, TUB, Germany (born in 1977) obtained his engineering diploma in surveying and mapping at the Technical University Berlin, Germany, in 2004. From September 2005 to May 2012, he was a research associate at the Institute of Geodesy and Photogrammetry, University of Braunschweig – Institute of Technology, Germany. His research focuses are multi-sensor systems and filtering methods for the robust positioning of objects in indoor and outdoor environments. In 2012 he defended his doctoral thesis entitled “Multisensorsystem und Filterungsansätze zur robusten Ortung von Personen im Innen- und Außenbereich”.

Daniel KIESER, ERF Production Würzburg GmbH, Germany (born in 1979; chemist) is responsible for the production and development of electro-rheological (ER) fluids. ERF GmbH is part of Fluidicon GmbH, a global leader in the technology of electro-rheological devices for industrial and automotive applications. These applications in mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic systems range from regulation and control of movements to attenuation, positioning and vibration reduction. Especially vibration reduction can therefore ensure that hazardous states of system resonances can be mitigated.
Dietrich KLEIN, Woelfel, Germany (born in 1947) is an international expert for structural mechanics in civil and mechanical engineering. He is working in static, dynamic and non-linear analysis, especially under earthquake and impact loads. His professional experiences for 30 years are the realistic, non-linear analysis of reinforced concrete structures and probabilistic investigations. He participated at the German Risk Study of Nuclear Power Plants and at different seismic probabilistic safety analyses. Extracts of his work are laid down in numerous publications.

Margit KLOCKER, VCE, Austria (born in 1982) studied Comparative Literature at the University of Vienna. She joined VCE in 2011 as Assistant to Dr. Wenzel with the main focus on the administration of several projects, including Integrated European Industrial Risk Reduction System (IRIS), Network of European Research Infrastructures for Earthquake Risk Assessment and Mitigation (NERA) and SEISMID®. Furthermore she is responsible for translations and revisions of publications, reports and reference material.

Fritz KOPF, VCE, Austria (born in 1967) studied structural engineering at the Vienna University of Technology where he worked as assistant at the Institute for Foundation Engineering and Soil Mechanics and received his PhD in 1999. The academic teaching licence (venia docendi) for soil mechanics was awarded to him in 2011 (TU Vienna, Institute for Geotechnical Engineering). Since 2005 he has worked for VCE and is head of the department Geotechnical Engineering and Natural Hazards. He is member of the European Association for Earthquake Engineering.

Andrea Hilda KOSORUS, JKU, Austria (born in 1986) is a senior researcher at the Institute of Applied Knowledge Processing. She finished her Master Studies and obtained her Master of Science degree in 2010 at the Johannes Kepler University in Linz. During the past two years she published nine papers at well-established conferences and has been working on several scientific projects in the field of recommender systems and fault detection and prediction. Currently, she is writing her doctoral thesis on Temporal Semantic Query Recommendation.

Marin KOSTOV, Risk Engineering Ltd., Bulgaria (born in 1953), expert of IAAE for earthquake engineering and seismic hazard assessment. Head of Earthquake Engineering department at Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. Head of projects for research in wave propagation, structure dynamics, risk analysis, impact analyses, severe accidents, risk mitigation, risk monitoring, risk assessment, elements of risk studies, normative documents, standards and regulations. Participation in more than 20 international site safety review missions. More than 150 scientific reports and papers on seismic risk, structural dynamics and safety evaluation of nuclear installations.

Zdeněk KOUBA, Czech Technical University, Czech Republic is an Associate Professor with the Czech Technical University in Prague. His research interests include design of information and knowledge based systems, data modelling and knowledge representation. He is head of the knowledge-based and software systems group in the department of Cybernetics at the faculty of electrical engineering, Czech Technical University. His team has participated in six international research projects of the European Commission in the last 15 years.
Petr Křemen, Czech Technical University, Czech Republic is a researcher at the knowledge-based and software systems group in the department of Cybernetics, faculty of electrical engineering, Czech Technical University, Prague. His research interests include applications of semantic web technologies in information systems, in particular ontology development, design of information systems based on ontologies, and high-level ontological reasoning services, including ontology comparison (OWLDiff), error explanation and query answering (OWL2Query).

Nicole Krims-Steiner, VCE, Austria (born in 1970) studied English and Italian at the Institute for Translation and Interpretation of the University of Vienna. Since 2001 her activities within VCE have mainly focused on the support, administration and accounting of several research projects sponsored by the European Commission, e.g. Integrated European Industrial Risk Reduction System (IRIS), Network of European Research Infrastructures for Earthquake Risk Assessment and Mitigation (NERA) and SYNER-G as well as the translation and revision of publications, reports and reference material.

Pierre Labbé, EDF, France (born in 1951) is the EDF most senior expert in seismic risk management, covering fields of seismic hazard as well as of structures, systems and components. His position is at the headquarters of the EDF Nuclear Engineering Division. He is Professor of Structural Dynamics, Soil Dynamics and Earthquake Engineering in Master Degrees of Lyon University and ParisTech (Paris Institute of Technology). His fields of research are relating to stochastic processes and non-linearity effects in earthquake engineering. He is Honorary President of the French Association for Earthquake Engineering.

Rui Lima, VCE, Austria (born in 1987 in Portugal) studied at the University of Minho where he got his MSc degree in Structural and Geotechnical Engineering. He also did an exchange semester at the Czech Technical University in Prague. In 2011 he joined VCE after finishing his education and has been working both in research and commercial projects. He has been mainly focused on the Life Cycle Analysis of civil infrastructures.

Eva Loukogeorgaki, Auth, Greece (born in 1979) is a lecturer at the Department of Civil Engineering of Auth. She has shown successful and continuous research activities in the subject of marine structures. Her research interests include fluid-structure interaction, analysis of offshore structures (floating and fixed bottom) and of novel coastal structures, offshore wind turbines, risk assessment and structural health monitoring of marine structures. She has published more than 20 papers in journals and conferences, while she holds international distinctions.

Tzvetomir Marinov (born in 1964), head of Department of Hydraulic Installation and Construction Works Kozloduy Nuclear Power Plant plc, Bulgaria, has more than 25 years of experience in the field of hydraulic engineering and water supply, the past 14 of which were spent working for Kozloduy NPP. He has taken part in projects involving engineering and construction of hydraulic and water supply installations. His main task is to monitor and maintain the structural health of such installations. He is also in charge of geodesic and seismic-related activities.
Kamil MATOUŠEK, ČVUT, Czech Republic
(born in 1973) is a researcher in artificial intelligence, he published papers on knowledge-based systems, ontology engineering, temporal reasoning, social network portals, healthcare information systems, and data warehousing. He reads lectures on systems with artificial intelligence and information and knowledge-based systems. He is a programme committee member and reviewer at international scientific conferences. He participated at several European as well as local projects. He is a member of the Gerstner laboratory at Czech Technical University in Prague.

Laurent MEVEL, INRIA, France
is an expert in system identification and change detection for signals and systems. He has published on structural health monitoring and worked and developed algorithms for structural identification for ten years. His interests include: structural health monitoring, monitoring and detection for vibration mechanics, modelling and rejection of environmental effects, model validation and uncertainty estimations and model reduction of large systems. He has published over 30 journal papers and around one hundred conference papers. He is organizer of the EWSHM conference in 2014. He was part of FP7 IRIS and ISMS projects.

Bianca Mick, VCE, Austria
(born in 1976) has been working as graphic designer for VCE since 1995 and is responsible for the corporate identity of VCE. Her main tasks are logo design for a coherent and harmonious company presentation as well as the development and design of print media like image brochures, folders, posters and books, above all the design and realization of the book “Erdbeben im Wiener Becken”. Since 2001 Ms. Mick has been also responsible for VCE’s web design. She implemented the web site of the company as well as of several research projects and company cooperations.

Francisco Javier MOLINA, ELSA, JRC, Italy
(born in 1961) has worked in the field of Structural Mechanics in the University in Spain. Since 1995 his work has been dedicated to the execution of experiments in the ELSA Reaction Wall. He has developed advanced testing methods as well as data treatments for identifying the properties of the experimental models or assessing the reliability of the performed tests.

Wolfgang NIEMEIER, TU Braunschweig, Germany
(born in 1949) is an internationally well-established expert in engineering geodesy, known for his developments on new sensors and methodologies. He is chairing a series of international symposia on deformation monitoring and wrote a successful textbook on adjustment theory and computations (2008). His research projects cover topics like determination of tectonic movements, modelling the behaviour of bridges with neural networks, concepts for continuous monitoring systems, terrestrial laser-scanning and radar interferometry for construction sites.
Plamen NIKOLOV, VCE, Austria was born in Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria in 1981. He studied civil engineering in Sofia. Since 2007 he has been working for VCE. In these years he has been working especially with FEM software for static and dynamic problems of transportation infrastructure (bridges) and buildings.

Jonathan NUTTALL, TU Delft, the Netherlands (born in 1981) is a Research Assistant in Geo-Engineering and Soil Mechanics. He completed his PhD entitled “Parallel Implementation and Application of the Random Finite Element Method” in 2011 and has over ten years of experience in numerical modelling and geotechnical analysis. His research interests include stochastic, probabilistic and risk analysis for geotechnical applications, inverse modelling, the statistical characterisation and numerical modelling of soil heterogeneity, large scale slope stability analysis, and numerical modelling using High Performance Computing and advanced technologies.

Panagiotis PANETSOS, Egnatia Odos S.A., Greece (born in 1965). He received the PhD degree in Structural Dynamics in 1998 from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. Head of Structural Health Monitoring and Maintenance Discipline (Egnatia Odos S.A.). 10 years of experience in development and application of ambient vibration monitoring on motorway and railway bridges in Greece and in Balkans. 22 years of experience in design and supervision of buildings, bridges as well as of monuments’ restoration. 11 years of teaching Reinforced/Prestressed Concrete and Statics courses in universities of Thessaly and West Macedonia, Greece (visitor ass. professor).

Antal PAPP, DTCMD, Hungary fire fighter colonel (born in 1957), is the director of the Disaster Management Training Centre, Ministry of the Interior, Budapest. As a practical and theoretical specialist for 30 years he has been working in the field of industrial and natural disaster prevention, release and reconstruction. Among others he participated in the mitigation of the flood (2001) and the cyanide poisoning (2002) of the Tisza River and the red sludge disaster in Hungary (2010). He is the author, co-author and specialist of several books and notes.

Yogita Mahendra PARULEKAR, PhD in Civil Engineering, has been working as Scientific Officer in BARC, India (since 1997). She has been involved in design and analysis of nuclear facility structures. She has done significant contributions in seismic response control of structures and seismic qualification of equipments using analyses and experiments. She has published about 70 technical papers.

Patrick PETIT, ELSA, JRC, Italy (born in 1962) is a specialized software engineer working at JRC for more than twenty years. He joined ELSA in 2006 where he is in charge of the hardware and software development and maintenance of controllers and electronics used for the experiments.
Robert PRETHALER, Aplica, Austria (born in 1965) is an experienced developer of data acquisition systems and monitoring software. With GreenEye he designed and developed a popular visualization tool for all kinds of measurement and monitoring data. He is the co-founder of Aplica Advanced Solutions where he is responsible for the research and development team. In several national and international research projects on structural health monitoring he could help to substantially improve the data acquisition and data processing issues.

Rohit RASTOGI, BARC, India has been contributing in the domain of Structural Reliability, Fitness for Service Assessment of flawed components and Software Development for the past 18 years. He has co-authored more than 50 technical publications including book chapters. Currently his research interests are in the areas of Development of Partial Safety Factors for Fitness for Purpose Codes, Modelling of Flow Accelerated Corrosion and System Identification using Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods.

G. Rami REDDY is Head of the Structural and Seismic Engineering Section in BARC, India and Professor, HBNI. Since 1984 he has been working in the area of earthquake engineering. He has made significant contributions in design of reactor buildings and executed large number of requalification and life extension projects related to nuclear facilities. For the purpose of life extension of the existing facilities of the Department of Atomic Energy he evolved methods for performing seismic retrofitting of structures, systems and components. He has more than 285 publications to his credit.

Anton RIEDER, BBT SE, Austria, gained substantial experience in experimental research and development in his capacity as head of a mechanical testing laboratory. Within the EOTA Working Group “Anchors” he was technical advisor regarding the development of new seismic testing procedures to be implemented in the ETAG 001. He was corresponding member of the fib Special Activity Group 4 responsible for the preparation of bulletin 58 (published 2011). Since 2010 he has been coordinator for research at BBT SE in the field of tunnel engineering with special emphasis on sustainable planning of transportation infrastructure.

Werner RÜCKER, BAM, Germany (born in 1949), holds a PhD in Civil Engineering. He defended his thesis about propagation of ground vibrations in 1979. His research topics include prediction and reduction of traffic induced ground vibrations, SHM of civil engineering structures including offshore wind turbines, dynamic analysis and vibration based assessment of structural conditions, load carrying behaviour of steel pile foundations for offshore wind turbines and pile-ground interaction. Since 1996 he has been head of BAM, Division 7.2: Buildings and Structures.
Eleni SAKOUMPENTA, Egnatia Odos S.A., Greece, holds a Civil Engineering degree from Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and an MSc degree from University of California at Davis. She has worked as a Geotechnical Engineer for over 15 years in the Egnatia Motorway project in Greece. She served as Geotechnical Discipline Head dealing with geotechnical challenges in engineering solutions for the crossing of the motorway through mountainous, geologically complex and unstable terrain. She has been involved in the evaluation of geotechnical monitoring data in landslide areas and contributed in the landslide risk assessment and management of the company.
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